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Through remarkable provision from God, we’re in
the process of renovating and launching a Youth For
Christ facility on Charles Street near East High
School, Lincoln Middle School, and nearby
neighborhoods. 

This development is deeply significant for hundreds
of youth, offering a safe space to gather, find
belonging, enjoy recreational activities, fellowship
over meals, and most importantly hear the good
news of Jesus Christ. 

God has done “far more abundantly than all that we
ask or think” (Eph. 3:20) in providing this space.

We’re thrilled to share amazing news on
behalf of Stateline Youth For Christ!
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As we communicate this news, we also want to magnify the heart of the vision. Our deep desire is to see
a “movement” of God, with many youth finding hope in Jesus and in turn sharing the good news of Him
with their family and peers. 

This new facility is a remarkable gift, with great potential to reach a high volume of youth with power
and efficiency. Through prayer and faithful stewardship, we see tremendous opportunity for a powerful
move of God to take place in the heart of our community. 

Pray for our youth, our team, and our community, and join us in supporting this effort. 

All for His glory, 

Haddon Anderson, Executive Director

“Each one must give as he has decided in his heart, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves
a cheerful giver”  (2 Corinthians 9:7).

We’re beyond grateful to share that the building renovation is fully funded! All gifts given towards this
vision will be used to fund operations.

We ask for you to consider giving generously in a couple of ways:

Commit to a 5-year pledge towards operations at the new facility. Our goal is to increase our
operating budget by $500,000/year (from $1 million to $1.5 million). 

1.

Donate to our active $100,000 matching gift that supports our current ministry efforts. 2.

See the pledge card to designate giving as desired. Thank you for investing in what God is doing! 

Heart of the Vision

Will you consider a generous financial contribution?

What Can You Do?

VOLUNTEER

We need scores of new volunteers to
support our mission and to love on
the kids who will enter the facility. 

GIVE

We need an increased financial
investment to operate a top-

notch youth center. 

PRAY
We need prayer warriors to dedicate time
and space to lift up YFC in prayer over all
that we believe in faith that God is up to.


